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 To participate, players log into Mineplex, type in "Draw My Thing" on the search bar, and select one of the drawings available
to guess. It can be one of a few new options or one of the old "Draw My Circle" or "Draw My Square" options. Each word is

themed and always using color. Upon playing, the word in its full form is presented, and players must guess what the word is. If
players guess incorrectly they will lose some chance of winning the game and the player will have to guess again, repeating until
the player is successful. Draw My Thing is one of Mineplex's "Try for Chance" games and players must correctly guess the word

in order to be successful. Shocking Ray - In this minigame, the concept of the game is to release a ray of extreme current
through the red battery pack in front of you. The current in the pack gets to a certain level where it begins to "explode" - sparks
burst out and then the battery pack explodes, knocking you and the items in front of you in the direction of the blast. In all of
the attempts in the game, a player cannot see a charge bar that accumulates power. If a player is blasted with a highly charged

current, he or she is given a chance to add the charge to their own charge bar, which then determines whether they win or lose in
the game. To win the game, a player must blast his or her opponent and their opponent's "Energy System" into a fireball.

Additionally, in winning the game, a player receives one free attempt to spin their system. The second attempt in the game is not
automatic, so if a player misses the second attempt, they will be eliminated. A slot machine mini game called Spin and Lose - in

this minigame, players take turns spinning slots that contain prizes. Players are given chances to collect a prize or spin for
another chance at prizes. The prize is determined by the weight of the slot, and the chance of winning is determined by the

number of symbols on the slot. A player's spin is determined by either the push of the left or right arrow buttons or by holding
the trigger and pressing left or right at the same time. Players are given a chance to spin for a prize every 2 minutes and is an

important part of Mineplex's "Try for Chance" minigame system. The reward is determined by the number of symbols
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